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ABSTRACT: Fibrous structures present interesting characteristics as catalyst
supports for heat- and mass-transfer-limited reactions. This paper investigates the
mass and heat transport behavior of ceramic fiber-based catalysts (catalytic ceramic
paper) by applying them to the exothermic reaction of CO2 methanation. Catalytic
experiments were carried out to fit the activity of the catalysts with known kinetics.
A fixed-bed reactor model was used to determine the efficiency and efficiency
losses caused by different transport phenomena, as well as to perform a sensitivity
study focused on heat transfer. The results show that heat transfer limitations are
the main cause for losses in reactor efficiency, with steep temperature profiles
developing inside the reactor. Poor heat transfer limits the development of highly
active catalysts, while pressure drop restricts the flow rate and therefore the productivity. The use of ceramic materials with higher
thermal conductivity and increasing the fiber diameter are promising approaches to enhance heat transfer, reduce pressure drop, and
improve overall reactor performance.

1. INTRODUCTION
The deposition of catalytically active materials on a substrate
that gives structure to the catalytic system is a viable way to
achieve technologically applicable arrangements, especially
relevant for applications where pressure drop and heat and
mass transport become important obstacles for chemical
reactors. Molded pellet catalysts often present intraparticle
diffusive limitations, which can cause strong reductions in
observed reaction rates.1,2 Other complications that can arise
from the use of packed beds of pellets are irregular flow
distribution and poor temperature control.3−5

In structured catalysts, the geometry is fixed by design, in
contrast with the random orientation of particles that results
from dumping pellets into a column. The geometry can be
optimized in several levels and scales because through the
structuring, the different phenomena occurring inside the
reactor bed (reaction, internal diffusion, heat and mass transfer,
pressure drop) are decoupled, introducing new degrees of
freedom and, thus, better control.6−8 This decoupling also
gives structured catalysts the advantages of ease of scale-up and
accurate description of the fluid mechanics.9

With the aim of structuring the active material in a suitable
way, many substrates have been developed. One of the more
widespread examples is monolithic honeycombs, where the
catalyst is supported on each channel wall.10 Ceramic
monoliths show very little pressure drop and high thermal
resistance, but they are poorly suited for applications where
radial heat transfer is needed. Metallic monoliths introduce
improvements to the heat transfer to an extent, although the
development of a catalytic coating on a metal surface is
challenging.11 Another example is sponge-type structures,

which are constituted by a tridimensional reticulate structure
of connected cells and present elevated porosity (80−90%).
Ceramic and metallic sponge structures favor radial mixing, but
they are mostly suited for reactions with short contact times
and are rather costly to manufacture.12,13

Fiber-based structures made of different materials are among
the most studied catalyst supports in recent years. Fibrous beds
are alternatives with a lower manufacturing cost than sponges
and microchannel reactors.14 Knitting, weaving, and wet-laying
are the methods that can be used to produce fibrous structures
with different configurations, which allow better control of flow
patterns. The dimensions of the fibers are usually small, with
typical diameters ranging from 10 to 1000 μm, which give
these materials a high surface-to-volume ratio, directly
influencing external mass and heat transfer. Since the
catalytically active material is placed in the shape of a thin
film or layer, the diffusion distances tend to be short, allowing
for a better accessibility of the reactants to the active sites.15

These structures offer high void fractions as well (70−85%),
which is beneficial for a lower pressure drop through the bed.
The tortuosity of the fibrous bed can improve the mixing of the
fluid in the radial direction, which would be beneficial for
temperature and flow uniformity.16
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Recent works have reported the development of fibrous
catalysts and catalytic supports for a variety of applications.
Cuo et al.17 synthesized ceramic membranes from mullite
fibers and high-temperature earth-abundant binders, with the
aim of removing volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and
retaining particulate material from diverse industrial sources at
the same time. They observed good active material dispersion
and enhanced contact of the gases to the active sites. Wang et
al.18 prepared NiAl2O4 nanofibrous ceramics by electro-
spinning and grew a Ni nanocatalyst in situ. They
demonstrated that the catalyst was very active for methane
partial oxidation and resistant to deactivation by sintering,
owing to the combined advantages of metal gauze catalysts and
conventional supported nanocatalysts. Ma et al.19 studied the
performance of a fibrous catalyst compared to an impregnated
pellet catalyst for methane partial oxidation. They observed
better dispersion of the active material, and their results
suggested enhanced mass transfer for the fibrous material.
Danaci et al.20 and Middelkoop et al.21 proposed three-
dimensional (3D)-printed catalysts with a fibrous geometry
and a monolithic structure, as the development of new catalysts
for CO2 methanation. This is a highly interesting technique
since it allows many degrees of freedom in the design of
materials tailored to specific applications.
Ceramic papers are an example of recently developed fibrous

supports that have been studied in diesel soot filtration and
combustion,22 CO combustion,23 and ethane oxidative
dehydrogenation24 among other applications. These structures
are made of rather inexpensive fibrous material, following a
papermaking technique, where the cellulosic fibers are partially
replaced by ceramic ones, and a binder is added to keep the
ceramic fibers attached at the contact points.25 Ceramic papers
are flexible structures that have good mechanical stability and
are easy to handle. They can be adapted to a number of
different reactor geometries, by cutting and piling or molding
the paper sheets.26 For example, Saimura et al.27 have
published results on the advantages of an arrangement of
two different ceramic paper catalysts piled in a single bed
applied to sequential desulfurization and methane-steam
reforming of simulated biogas containing hydrogen sulfide.
Similarly, Ishihara et al.28 showed a sequential arrangement of
catalytic ceramic papers and ceramic papers with a base, which
enabled sequential reactions in one reactor, for Suzuki−
Miyaura cross-coupling reaction.
Although fibrous materials have been studied in numerous

experimental studies, little is known about the mass and heat
transfer characteristics of ceramic papers and other fibrous
supports. In general, they seem to offer an interesting trade-off
between mass transfer and pressure drop.14 However,
correlations are only available for very few structures, mostly
wire meshes and metallic fibers.29−31 Reichelt et al. have
recently published a more comprehensive study where they
generalize a correlation for a wide variety of fiber supports,32

allowing for a better basis of comparison between them.
Besides wire meshes and foams (which can be considered
similar to fibrous materials),33−35 not many studies deal with
describing heat transfer properties of fiber beds.
Because of their high external surface areas and short

diffusional distances, however, fiber-based catalysts most likely
would be better utilized in applications that involve reaction
systems with fast rates, which are usually mass- and heat
transfer-limited.14,16,36 For this reason, diverse fibrous catalysts
have been applied to fast reactions such as N2O decom-

position37 and CO and hydrocarbon oxidation.31,38,39 The
hydrogenation of CO2 to generate CH4 (CO2 methanation) is
an exothermic reaction of practical relevance that presents
relatively fast rates40,41

+ +

Δ = − −H

CO 4H CH 2H O ,

(298 K) 165 kJ mol

2 2 4 2 (g)

r
1

V

Methane can be easily stored, transported, and converted back
into electric energy while solely employing existing infra-
structure and technology. At the same time, CO2 from mobile
and fixed sources can be utilized, which can have an important
environmental impact by reducing anthropogenic greenhouse
gas emissions.42 Abundant work has been done on developing
catalysts for CO2 methanation. Typical methanation catalysts
are based on transition metals (Ni, Co, Fe), and sometimes
precious metals (Ru, Rh, Pd), which can work alone or
promote another material.40,43

To explore the potential of ceramic papers and other fibrous
materials as support structures for catalytic layers, it is essential
to understand their advantages and limitations. This allows us
to implement them for suitable applications and to further
develop the materials by introducing modifications through
catalyst design and synthesis in the future. This work aims at
gaining insight into reaction engineering aspects of ceramic
paper-based catalysts, using CO2 methanation over Ni as a test
reaction. The exothermic properties of the reaction and the
relatively high reaction rates allow to explore the transport
resistances the fibrous structure could present that limit their
applicability. The focus of the present paper is thus laid on the
performance of ceramic paper catalysts in terms of the different
mass and heat transport phenomena and the potential
productivity of more highly active catalyst layers, which can
be obtained through improved catalyst synthesis methods. A
fixed-bed reactor model was developed with the aim of
describing fibrous catalysts and allowing changes in parameters
and correlations to represent different structures for further
work. To describe the activity of ceramic paper catalysts,
experiments were carried out. The results were fitted with the
model, using known kinetic rate equations, to obtain the
relevant parameters. A simulation study was then performed to
determine the efficiency of a ceramic paper catalyst in a fixed-
bed reactor and analyze the efficiency losses caused by heat
and mass transport resistances. In addition, a sensitivity study
focusing on heat transfer was conducted. The results allow us
to understand the potential of ceramic paper catalytic supports
and identify the aspects that must be improved from a reaction
engineering perspective.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Catalysts. Ceramic papers were prepared using a

papermaking technique with a dual polyelectrolyte retention
system that uses both cationic and anionic polyelectrolytes.
The cationic polymer was poly(vinyl amine) (Luredur PR
8095), and the anionic polymer was anionic polyacrylamide
(A-PAM) from Ashland. Refractory ceramic fibers (50 wt %
SiO2, 48 wt % Al2O3, and 2 wt % impurities) were obtained
from a ceramic insulation mat from CARBO. The fibers were
separated from the particulate material by a process of
dispersion in water and elutriation. Besides the ceramic fibers
that constitute the finished ceramic paper, cellulosic fibers from
a commercial bleached softwood Kraft pulp were also
incorporated to enhance retention and mat formation. Nyacol
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Al2O3 (colloidal pseudoboehmite suspension) was used as a
binder to produce easy-to-handle paper sheets. A calcination
step after sheet formation eliminated the cellulosic fibers and
allowed the pseudoboehmite binder transition toward γ-
Al2O3.

4444

In a stirred batch reactor containing 1 L of a 0.01 M NaCl
solution, the components of the slurry were added sequentially
in the following order: 150 g of an aqueous A-PAM
polyelectrolyte solution (1 g L−1), 10 g of ceramic fibers
from an insulation mat, 15 g of Nyacol colloidal Al2O3, 2.5 g of
cellulosic fibers, and 66 g of an aqueous Luredur polyelec-
trolyte solution (1 g L−1). The resulting suspension was used
to produce a handsheet by the SCAN standard method
(SCAN-C 26:76 and SCAN-M 5:76) for cellulosic paper
sheets but applying double the standard pressing pressure
(37.5 kPa). Two pressing steps were carried out to remove as
much water as possible. The wet sheet was dried under
controlled conditions (296 K and 50% RH) overnight and
finally calcined at 823 K for 2 h in a muffle furnace under static
air. The obtained ceramic paper sheets were circular, 165 mm
in diameter, and 2 mm thick. Using a hole punch tool, 10 mm
circular discs were cut from the sheet to be impregnated with
Ni later. Extra ceramic paper discs were cut and kept blank,
with no addition of catalytic components.
The addition of Ni was carried out by impregnating the

ceramic paper discs dropwise with aqueous solutions of
Ni(NO3)2 until saturation at 5 mL g−1 ceramic paper. The
precursor solutions were prepared by dissolving Ni(NO3)2·
6H2O in deionized water. To obtain catalytic ceramic paper
discs containing 2.6, 5, and 10 wt % Ni, the concentrations of
Ni(NO3)2 in the solutions were 0.088, 0.17, and 0.34 M,
respectively. After impregnation, the samples were dried at 353
K overnight and calcined in air at 673 K for 2 h.
Microcomputer tomography (micro-CT) was used to

measure porosity and the size of the void spaces between
the fibers. A Bruker Skyscan 1172 device was used, and the
source voltage was 44 kV with a current of 226 μA. The images
have a spatial resolution of 2.07 μm pxl−1. An image was
recorded every 0.2°. The 3D structure was reconstructed with
NRecon software from Bruker. The specific internal surface
area of the porous material was measured using N2
physisorption at 77 K performed with a 3Flex surface analyzer
device from Micromeritics. The internal surface area was
calculated via the Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) model in
the p/p0 region between 0.05 and 0.25. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images were taken with a JEOL JSM-35C
device operating at 20 kV and used to determine the average
fiber size of the ceramic papers. Samples were glued to the
sample holder with Ag and then coated with a thin layer of Au
to improve the images. Properties of the finished ceramic paper
material are given in Table 1.

2.2. Catalytic Tests. An oven-heated fixed-bed flow reactor
was used for evaluating the catalytic performance of the
prepared materials. The gas mixture is continuously fed from
the top by means of mass flow controllers. The stainless steel
reactor was constructed with a 10 mm pipe at the top and a 9
mm pipe at the bottom, welded together providing support for
the catalytic bed, which is placed inside the 10 mm section
(Figure 1). An in-line gas chromatograph equipped with a

thermal conductivity detector (TCD) was used to measure
inlet and outlet concentrations of CO2, CH4, CO, and Ar. The
temperature was measured using a thermocouple inside the
reactor before the gas flow of reactants enters the ceramic
paper packing, which corresponds to the inlet temperature. It is
hardly possible to measure the temperature inside the catalytic
bed because the introduction of a thermocouple would require
drilling a concentric hole through the ceramic paper, which
disrupts the structure and leads to bypass flow and thus
measurement errors. Temperature measurements were done
previously with an empty reactor at the position of the catalytic
bed. The results confirm homogeneous temperature distribu-
tion. Additionally, the temperature profiles for the experiments
were checked with simulations, which is discussed in Section 4.
The reactor was assembled in the same manner for all

samples. Five blank ceramic paper discs were piled inside the
reactor at the bottom of the 10 mm pipe section to provide
support for the catalyst. Then, 10 catalytic ceramic paper discs
were piled to form the catalytic bed, which measured 20 mm in
length. Finally, five more blank ceramic paper discs were
placed on top to help fix the catalyst and aid in gas flow
distribution.
The catalysts were reduced in situ in a flow of 50 mL min−1

H2 at 673 K and 300 kPa for 12 h. The CO2 methanation
catalytic tests were performed at 300 kPa and different
temperatures (553, 573, 593, and 623 K) with a total inlet flow
of 60 mL min−1. The inlet compositions were measured by gas
chromatography and are listed in Table 2.
A measurement was carried out with a blank ceramic paper

support without Ni, using the same reaction mixture, flow rate,
and pressure as for the Ni catalysts and a higher temperature
range (553−713 K). Neither CH4 nor CO formation was
observed in this experiment.

3. MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND SIMULATION

3.1. Modeling of a Fixed-Bed Reactor. The cooled
fixed-bed reactor in steady state is described by a
heterogeneous 1D−1D model, with plug-flow behavior and
neglecting axial dispersion. Figure 2 shows a schematic
representation of the reactor.

Table 1. Textural Properties of Ceramic Paper

property (characterization technique) valuea

average fiber diameter (SEM) 6 μm
porosity (X-ray microtomography) 0.75
average size void space between fibers (X-ray
microtomography)

26 μm

BET surface area (N2 physisorption) 20 m2 g−1

aThe values were not significantly modified after the addition of
catalytic components.

Figure 1. Reactor assembly for the samples of catalytic ceramic paper.
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The model was built with the aim of describing the fibrous
material in a way that is applicable to replicate the performed
experiments, as well as to study variations in fiber parameters
in the future (such as fiber diameter and catalyst coating
thickness) and adapt them to other materials (pellets,
monoliths) by only changing parameters and correlations.
For this reason, the fibers are modeled as inert support with a
layer of catalytic material covering its surface, allowing us to
describe internal mass transport. The pore diameter, catalyst
porosity, and tortuosity were assumed to be typical values
(dpore = 10 nm, εcat = 0.5, τcat = 4).
Further assumptions used to develop the model are chosen

as follows. The gas flow behaves as an ideal gas and contains
the following components: H2, CO, CO2, CH4, H2O, and Ar.
The physical and thermodynamic properties are assumed to be
independent of temperature. The catalyst bed is assumed to
contain uniform-sized fibers and constant bulk porosity over
the whole reactor bed. A uniform layer of the catalyst of
thickness δcat is assumed to cover each fiber. The interplay
between diffusion and chemical reaction inside the catalyst
phase is described by one effectiveness factor for each reaction,
which varies along the reactor bed. The solid material is
assumed to be isothermal at every axial position so that there is
no development of a temperature profile inside a solid fiber.
The reactor cooling is described by an effective heat transfer
coefficient between the gas bulk and the cooled reactor wall,
heff, considering a constant temperature of the wall along the
reactor, Tw. The reactor is thus described by the following set
of balance equations.
Mass balance in the gas phase

δ= − − [ − ]
z

u z c z k a c z c z0
d

d
( ) ( ) ( ) ( , )i i ig g, gs gs g, s, cat (1)

Boundary condition, reactor inlet

= =c z c( 0)i ig, g,
0

(2)

Mass balance in the solid phase (cylindrical geometry)
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∂

∂
+
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y y
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2
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2
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ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
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Boundary conditions, catalyst center, and external surface

∂
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( , ) ( )
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j
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Heat balance in the gas
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+ −
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z
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d
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0
d

d
( )

4
( ) ( )

( )
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eff g w
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Boundary condition, reactor inlet

= =T z T( 0)g 0 (7)

Heat balance at the solid surface

∑ρ δ η

= [ − ] +

Δ
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j
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Momentum balance

= −
Δ

p z p
p

L
z( ) (0)

(9)

Since the reactions present change in the number of moles, the
molar flow of the gas stream decreases and its velocity changes.
This can be described by the continuity equation (eq 10).

ρ

ρ
=u z u

z
( ) (0)

(0)

( )g g
g

g (10)

The effectiveness factor for cylindrical geometry is given by eq
11.

∫
η

δ δ
=

=

δ

=z
z y y y

r z y
( )

2 ( , ) d

( , )j
y

jcat
2

0

cat

cat

(11)

3.2. Correlations and Data. For a packed bed of spheres,
the pressure drop is described by the Ergun equation (eq 12).
Reichelt and Jahn32 found that the Ergun equation accurately
predicts the pressure drop through a packed bed of fibers when

Table 2. Samples Used for Each Experiment and Compositions of the Inlet Streams

sample denomination
sample mass

(mg)
nominal Ni content in

reactor (mg)
real Ni content in reactor

(mg)a
molar composition measured at inlet,

CO2/H2/Ar

ceramic paper with
2.6 wt % Ni

2.6% Ni/
PCer

380.1 9.6 9.9 1/3.1/1.02

ceramic paper with 5 wt %
Ni

5% Ni/PCer 385.5 18.3 17.8 1/3.38/1

ceramic paper with
10 wt % Ni

10% Ni/PCer 426.1 38.7 36.5 1/3.39/1

aEstimated by weight difference of ceramic paper discs before and after impregnation and calcination.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the reactor for the model
development.
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the Sauter diameter for a long fiber (eq 14) is used as the
characteristic diameter. They also generalized a correlation for
external mass transfer for a packed bed of fibers (eq 13). The
original correlation was developed by Reichelt et al. for
external mass transfer in a packed bed of spheres.45
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S

d
6

1.5S
v,f
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(14)

The effective diffusion inside the solid was considered to have
molecular and Knudsen contributions, according to eq 15,
where DK,i is given by eq 16.

ε
τ

= +− − −D D D( )i i ieff, m,
1

K,
1 1 cat

cat (15)

π
=D

d R T
M3

8
i

i
K,

p

(16)

To the authors’ knowledge, no correlations have been
published for fibrous materials that estimate heat transfer
between a solid and gas. To estimate a heat transfer coefficient,
hgs, the Leveq̂ue analogy was used. This analogy provides a
correlation between pressure drop through the Hagen number
and heat transfer (eq 17). Martin46 showed the validity of the
analogy for different geometries, including packed beds of
nonspherical solids and crossed-rod matrices. More recently,
Dietrich47 showed that the analogy also correlates the
tendencies shown by experimental data from ceramic sponges.
The frictional fraction f r = 0.46 for staggered crossed-rod
matrices was used.

= =Nu
Pr

Sh
Sc

f Hg
d
L

0.4038 21/3 1/3 r
h

1/3i
k
jjj

y
{
zzz

(17)

For the heat transfer coefficient between the gas phase and the
cooled wall (heff), a radial heat transfer contribution is
considered, as well as a contribution for transfer near the
wall. According to de Wasch and Froment,48 the following
approximation can be made, where λeff is the effective radial
thermal dispersion of the bed and hw is the coefficient for the
heat transfer near the wall

λ
= +

h h
d1 1
8eff w

tube

eff (18)

To the authors’ knowledge, no correlations for heat transfer
toward the wall in fibrous materials have been published.
Foams can be considered similar in structure to a bed filled
with fibers, so correlations published by Wallenstein et al.33 for
ceramic sponges were used for the simulations of a packed bed
of fibers. Certain challenges can arise from this approximation,
in particular, foams are made of a continuous solid phase, so
there might be differences with the fibers with regard to heat
transfer through conduction. Nevertheless, this approach was
chosen for its simplicity and the availability of information.
The effective radial thermal dispersion of the bed has stagnant
and dynamic contributions. The stagnant contribution λ0 is
divided into parallel and serial contributions. A parameter b
(eq 20) weighs the ratio of parallel to serial heat transfer and is
related to the degree of continuity of the solid phase. Since no
correlation for calculating b is available for ceramic papers, a
typical value of 0.63 for ceramic sponges is used, due to the
structural similarity of ceramic sponges and papers. During
sensitivity analysis, the value for b is varied to study the effect
of this parameter on the heat transfer characteristics under
reaction conditions.
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The heat transfer coefficient near the wall (hw) is calculated
through the corresponding Nusselt number. The Nuw is a
function of the ratio of the mixing length xf to the tube
diameter. The mixing length is the sum of the strut and the
window diameter of the sponge multiplied by 0.39 for sponges
with round struts (similar to fibers). Using this estimation for
ceramic paper, it gives a value of xf = 13 μm.
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3.3. Kinetics. The Langmuir−Hinshelwood−Hougen−
Watson rate equations proposed by Xu and Froment49 (eqs
22−25) were chosen for simulating the methanation of CO2
over a Ni catalyst along with the kinetic parameters given in
Table 3. Scheme 1 shows the underlying reaction scheme
accounting for the reverse CO methanation (r1, eq 22), reverse
CO2 methanation (r2, eq 23), and water−gas shift reaction (r3,
eq 24) on a Ni/MgAl2O4 catalyst. Equation 25 represents the
common denumerator for all kinetic rate equations. The
kinetic parameters are obtained from experiments performed at
temperatures between 573 and 673 K and pressures between
300 and 1000 kPa at undiluted feed gas compositions.
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Table 3. Kinetic Parameters from Xu and Froment49

parameter k1 (648 K) k2 (648 K) k3 (648 K) KCO (648 K) KH2
(648 K) KCH4

(823 K) KH2O (823 K)

units kmol bar0.5 kgcat
−1 h−1 kmol kgcat

−1 h−1 bar−1 kmol bar0.5 kgcat
−1 h−1 bar−1 bar−1 bar−1 1

value 1.842 × 10−4 7.558 2.193 × 10−5 40.91 0.02960 0.1791 0.4152
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3.4. Simulation. The model was implemented and solved
using the software Aspen Custom Modeler. To study the
factors that affect the performance of a structured ceramic
paper catalyst, simulations were performed with variations of
different parameters. Güttel and Turek50 carried out a study on
reactors for Fischer−Tropsch synthesis, where they mathe-
matically defined a reactor efficiency (eq 26) and efficiency
losses (differences of the reactor efficiency to unity) caused by
heat transfer resistance (eq 27), internal mass transfer
resistance (eq 28), and external mass transfer resistance (eq
29). The losses caused by heat transfer resistance are due to
the decrease in achievable reaction rate when the mean
reaction temperature is lower than the maximum temperature.
These parameters, calculated with the rate of formation of
CH4, were used in the present work. As can be seen in Scheme
1, CH4 is formed through two reactions, so the rate of
formation can be calculated with eq 30. Similarly, rCH4,eff (eq
31) refers to the effective rate of formation, considering
internal diffusion limitations.
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Δ = − + Δ + ΔE E E E1 ( )ext reactor T int (29)

= − −r r rCH 1 34 (30)

η η= − −r r rCH ,eff 1 1 3 34 (31)

For the simulations, the concentrations were converted to
partial pressures as balancing variables using the ideal gas
equation for both the gas bulk and the solid catalyst interior
(eq 32). This allowed us to combine the equation system with
the kinetic expressions.

=p c R Ti i (32)

4. FITTING OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND
ESTIMATION OF KINETIC PARAMETERS

The experimental results from the test catalyst were
reproduced by manually fitting the values of CO2 conversion
with the model described in Section 3.1. As previously
discussed, the model assumes a uniform porous layer of
catalyst deposited over the fibers. The layer is proposed in the
model to study potential internal mass transfer limitations. In
the prepared catalysts, the impregnated Ni forms heteroge-
neous aggregates on the surface of the fibers, which suggests
the absence of diffusional limitations. The catalyst layer
thickness was calculated theoretically based on the Ni content
and on the catalyst density from Xu and Froment catalyst. The
obtained values for the corresponding hypothetical catalyst
layer thickness are 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 μm for 2.6% Ni/PCer, 5%
Ni/PCer, and 10% Ni/PCer, respectively. The absence of
internal diffusional limitations with these parameters was
confirmed with the simulations. The external surface area of
the fibers per bed volume (ags) was calculated assuming a bed
of 6 μm diameter fibers with a bed porosity of 0.75, the result
being 1.67 × 105 m−1. This high value makes it foreseeable that
the gas−solid mass transfer and heat transfer is enhanced.
As a fitting parameter, an activity factor af was introduced,

which multiplies the kinetic constants in all three proposed
reaction rates together. The activity factor includes differences
in the activity of the catalysts, namely, factors like the number
of active sites, nature of the active sites (presence of different
Ni species51), and interaction with the support. The other
fitting parameters were the activation energies for the three
reactions proposed in the kinetic rate equations to account for
the temperature influence on the kinetic constants. All other
parameters for describing the reaction kinetics are taken from
Xu and Froment49 without further changes. The experiments
were assumed to be isothermal at every temperature presented.
This was verified with the simulations that include the heat
balances. The results show slight axial temperature increases
inside the reactor, the most extreme case being a 3 K
temperature rise for the ceramic paper with 10% Ni with an
inlet temperature of 623 K. Figure 3 shows the results for CO2
conversion and CH4 selectivity obtained with the different
catalysts. The scattered data show the experimental results,
while the lines show the fittings made with the model.
The dotted curve in the plot represents the equilibrium

conversions for the experimental conditions (300 kPa, xCO2

0 =

0.187, xH2

0 = 0.623, xAr
0 = 0.189), which are slightly deviated

from stoichiometry. The simulation results adequately
represent the experimental data with regard to the CO2
conversion. For the measurements corresponding to catalytic
ceramic papers, the increase in the catalyst activity is roughly
proportional to the Ni content, as doubling the Ni percentage
doubles the conversion for values lower than 20%. As observed

Scheme 1. Reaction Scheme for Methanation of CO2 Over a
Ni/MgAl2O4 Catalyst
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in Table 4, the activity factors for the ceramic paper samples
are comparable, especially for 5% Ni/PCer and 10% Ni/PCer.

Since the change in metal loading is accounted for in the
catalyst volumetric fraction in the reactor xcat, the activity
factor mainly represents the differences in the nature and
distribution of the active species, which suggests similar surface
characteristics for the ceramic paper samples with different Ni
contents. In this context, the slightly higher activity factor for
2.6% Ni/PCer might indicate a higher degree of distribution of
the active sites or higher amounts of more active species when
a smaller metal loading was incorporated on the ceramic paper
fibers, which is a common phenomenon, especially for
impregnated catalysts.52

The experimental results for all samples were successfully
fitted with the same values of activation energy. Such values are
slightly lower than those reported by Xu and Froment49 for
Ni/MgAl2O4. The ceramic paper support, however, is made of

alumina and silica fibers, and an alumina binder is used, which
acts as support for the active Ni species. The support of the
ceramic fibers thus deviates from that used by Xu and
Froment. As a matter of fact, differences in the morphology
and composition of the catalytic supports can modify the
values of activation energies, as different Ni superficial species
can appear. Besides, Xu and Froment developed their kinetics
for steam reforming at higher temperatures (773−848 K) and
for CO2 methanation at a higher temperature range (573−673
K) than the one considered in this study, which can also cause
the slight differences in activation energy. Most studies dealing
with methanation on Ni catalysts with oxide supports do not
report activation energies for the three separate reactions but
present an apparent activation energy for the formation of
CH4, which is often calculated with a power-law, nonreversible
reaction approach. The values of apparent activation energy in
the literature range from 75 to 120 kJ mol−1 for Ni/Al2O3

catalysts.53−57 If the same approach is applied to the Ni/
MgAl2O4 catalyst, the apparent activation energy of 118 kJ
mol−1 is found, which is on the higher side of the reported
values, while the results obtained for the ceramic paper
catalysts are around 80 kJ mol−1. In the same vein, Schlereth
and Hinrichsen58 observed that the Xu and Froment model
slightly overestimated the activation energies when a Ni/ZrO2

catalyst was used. Ducamp et al.59 used a commercial 14−17%
Ni/Al2O3 catalyst for CO2 methanation and adjusted the
kinetics from Xu and Froment by estimating their own
activation energies, which resulted in values around 10−14%
lower than the original values for the three reactions. Similarly,
Oliveira et al.60 used a commercial 15% Ni/Al2O3 catalyst for
steam reforming. They fit the results with the Xu and Froment
kinetics, as well, obtaining values of activation energies around
10% lower than the original values. Following the previous
arguments and references, it is reasonable to consider that the
activation energies for the ceramic paper catalysts are slightly
lower than the original values for the Ni/MgAl2O4 catalyst. For
the rest of this work, it is assumed that the individual activation
energies are given by the values listed in Table 4.
The achieved selectivity toward CH4 is over 95% for the

experiments with 5% Ni/PCer and 10% Ni/PCer, and the
temperature effect on selectivity is quite small. These values are
adequately reproduced with the simulations. For 2.6% Ni/
PCer, the selectivity was somewhat lower, in the order of 92%.
At the same time, the simulations show a tendency for lower
selectivity when the Ni content is lower for each temperature.
This is due to the lower conversions, since the small amounts
of byproduct CO present would eventually be converted into
CH4 if given enough residence time. In addition to this, slight
deviations are observed between the measured selectivity and
the value obtained by simulation, especially at a lower
temperature. This can be explained by the assumption that
the activation energy is identical for all three catalysts, which is
the case if all materials studied provide identical intrinsic
catalytic properties. To account for the different active metal
amounts, we only distinguished the materials using the activity
factor. The small deviations in selectivity for the 2.6 and 5%
Ni/PCer materials indicate that the assumptions on identical
activation energies induce some inaccuracies, which is
acceptable, considering the complexity in catalyst preparation
and testing.

Figure 3. CO2 conversion and selectivity toward CH4; scattered data
correspond to experiments and lines correspond to fitted values from
simulations; the equilibrium selectivity is close to 100% for the
working temperature range.

Table 4. Values of the Fitting Parameters Activation Energy
and Activity Factor Obtained with Coefficients of
Determination R2 > 0.99 for Each Material

catalyst af
a/1

Ea1 (kJ mol−1),
eq 22

Ea2 (kJ mol−1),
eq 23

Ea3 (kJ mol−1),
eq 24

Ni/
MgAl2O4

49
1 240.1 67.1 243.9

2.6% Ni/PCer 0.82 206.1 57.6 209.3
5% Ni/PCer 0.66
10% Ni/PCer 0.64
aListed values are referred to Ni/MgAl2O4 catalyst from ref 49.
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5. SIMULATION RESULTS

A simulation study was carried out to analyze the performance
and the main limitations of ceramic paper catalysts. The
respective results are the basis for optimal reactor design and
to use the degrees of freedom provided by these materials in an
optimal manner.
Three sets of simulations were performed. In the first one,

the catalytic activity was varied to study the efficiency and
efficiency losses of a reactor with a ceramic paper catalyst. In
the second and third sets of simulations, the inlet gas
temperature and heat transfer were varied to analyze the
sensitivity of the maximum temperatures and CH4 yield.
The activation energies fitted to the experimental data were

applied, and the activity factors used were 1, 2, 3, and 4 times
the value for 10% Ni/PCer (relative activity) to simulate better
distribution and surface properties of the active phase, as a
result of improved preparation methods. For all simulations,
the set inlet pressure was 1000 kPa to achieve high conversions
and industrial relevant operating conditions. The inlet gas
molar flow rate per cross-sectional area was 10 mol s−1 m−2 (ug

0

≈ 0.05 m s−1), and the feed was undiluted with a
stoichiometric composition (H2/CO2 = 4). The temperature
of the cooled wall Tw was set equal to the inlet gas temperature
T0.
5.1. Reactor Efficiency and Losses. For this set of

simulations, the CO2 conversion at the reactor outlet was fixed
at 66%. The maximum temperature inside the reactor was fixed
at 623 K. This temperature yields high reaction rates and is of
practical relevance while at the same time being low enough to
help limit catalyst damage. The equilibrium is also favorable
under these conditions since at 623 K and 1000 kPa, the
equilibrium CO2 conversion is 96% and the selectivity toward
CH4 is higher than 99%. Thus, the kinetic regime is ensured,
where chemical equilibrium does not significantly interfere
with the obtained simulation results.
To reach the desired conversion and maximum temperature,

the reactor length and the inlet temperature were varied. Three
different tube diameters were simulated, 0.01, 0.02, and 0.025
m, which are realistic dimensions for one individual tube inside
a multitubular reactor, usually applied at a technical
scale.40,42,61

Figures 4−6 show the results of the performed simulations
for different values of relative activity. The productivity is
calculated as the hourly CH4 molar flow per reactor bed
volume. This parameter was preferred for comparisons over
the production because the amount of catalyst changes for

different simulations. The productivity grows as the activity
factor increases for all of the tube diameters (Figure 4). A
proportional increment is expected for a differential reactor,
but the high conversions and necessary reactor lengths result in
an integral reactor behavior for these simulations, so the
deviations from linearity are due to axial concentration and
temperature gradients. The growth in productivity is more
pronounced for the tube diameter of 0.01 m. When duplicating
the relative activity from 1 to 2, the productivity grows 77%,
while it only grows 17% for the 0.02 m diameter tube. When
duplicating the relative activity from 2 to 4, the growth is 52
and 10%, respectively. For the 0.025 m diameter tube,
duplicating the relative activity from 1 to 2 yields a productivity
increase of only 6%. This comparison indicates that the higher
activity of the catalyst is better utilized with the smaller
diameter tube. The reason for the lower utilization for the
larger diameters is the less efficient heat removal, which
deviates the reactor operation temperatures from isothermal
conditions. Larger tube diameters hinder the heat removal by
increasing the distance for radial heat dispersion, as seen in eq
18, and also impact the heat transfer near the wall by reducing
the available surface area per unit of volume (eq 21).
For the 0.025 m diameter tube, and using values of relative

activity higher than 2, the objective of reaching 66% CO2
conversion while maintaining a maximum temperature of 623
K becomes unreachable from a practical perspective. The
reactor operates in a region of parametric instability where the
maximum temperature is very sensitive to small increases in T0,
and a thermal runaway can occur. The numerical solutions
could not be found due to difficulties with numeric
convergence. The same runaway behavior is observed for a
0.02 m diameter tube when the relative activity is increased
beyond 4. The occurrence of a thermal runaway derives from
the strong radial heat transfer limitations, which translate into
poor reaction heat removal and reactor cooling.
Figure 5 shows the reactor efficiency and efficiency losses

calculated with eqs 26−29. It is clear that the 0.01 m diameter

tube shows the highest values of efficiency for all relative
activities, which is consistent with the higher productivities
achieved since the catalyst bed is better utilized. While the
efficiency decreases as the intrinsic activity increases, the drop
is more pronounced for the larger diameters, reaching quite
low values for higher relative activities. The 0.02 m diameter

Figure 4. Productivity of different tube diameters as a function of the
relative activity.

Figure 5. Efficiency and efficiency losses for different relative activities
and tube diameters; the values of the efficiency losses due to internal
and external mass transfer (ΔEint, ΔEext) are in the order of magnitude
of 10−7 and can be considered negligible.
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tube yields an efficiency value of 0.38 for the relative activity of
2, while the 0.025 m diameter tube shows an efficiency value of
0.23 for the same activity.
Since the inlet molar flow rate per cross-sectional area stays

constant through all simulations, negligible variations of
external mass transfer are expected due to changes in tube
diameter. The Sherwood number for these simulations is
around 0.36, which is quite a small value, due to the low gas
velocities used in this study and small fiber diameter. However,
such a small fiber diameter gives a large external surface area.
The external mass transfer is enhanced this way, fast enough
that there is no significant difference in concentrations at the
catalyst surface and gas bulk, and the efficiency losses are
insignificant.
The internal mass transfer limitations might register

variations between different tube diameters, due to the
increases in reaction rates at elevated temperatures. However,
this does not have a big impact on the efficiency because of the
thin catalyst layer, which is 0.4 μm in thickness. The internal
limitations are very small, due to such a small diffusion length.
In fact, with the highest relative activity 4, and the 0.025 m
diameter tube, the efficiency loss due to diffusional effects is in
the order of 1 × 10−6.
It is evident that heat transfer limitations are the main cause

of the efficiency losses and strongly depend on the diameter of
the tube. Since the temperatures of the solid and gas phase
resulted in practically identical values along the reactor for all
simulations (Ts = Tg = T), there are no relevant gas−solid heat
transfer limitations. This is due to the high external surface
area of the fibers, similar to the external mass transfer, even
though the Nusselt number is in the lower range (Nu ≈ 0.15).
The main efficiency losses thus come from the limited radial
heat removal from the catalyst bed toward the cooling
medium. The larger tube diameters develop a more
pronounced temperature profile along the axial direction, due
to the lower specific surface area for heat removal (see Figure
S1 in the Supporting Information). In turn, the inlet and
cooling temperature needs to be lower to keep the Tmax at 623
K. The consequences on the reaction rates, which are the basis
for efficiency analysis, are as follows. The reaction rates and
thus the release of reaction heat increase quickly following the
reactor inlet first, due to high reactant concentrations and
rising temperature. The rising temperature also increases the
driving force for radial heat transfer, since the wall temperature
is assumed as constant. Since the kinetics are quite sensitive to
the H2 partial pressure, the reaction rates decrease as the
conversion increases, which is overcompensated by temper-
ature rise prior to reaching the temperature maximum in the
reactor. At the maximum temperature, heat production by
reaction equals heat removal. In the following, heat production
decreases by decreasing reactant concentrations and thus
reaction rates. Radial heat removal exceeds heat production
and thus the reactor temperature approaches T0, due to
efficient cooling. A steeper temperature profile is thus
responsible for a steeper reaction rate profile for larger
diameters, which eventually leads to smaller average values und
hence lower efficiency. In other words, the increasing deviation
from isothermal operation at maximum temperature is
responsible for the decreasing efficiency.
To reach the desired conversion, the reactor length might

even increase due to the lower average reaction rates, which
further reduces the productivity per reactor volume. For a
relative activity of 2, for example, the necessary reactor lengths

(from larger to smaller tube diameter) are 1.26, 0.73, and 0.34
m. Such increases in the reactor length also cause higher
pressure drops (Figure 6). The pressure drop decreases as the

intrinsic activity increases for all cases because the needed
reactor length diminishes. However, the higher rate of heat
generation following the reactor inlet provokes an even steeper
temperature profile, leading to smaller average reaction rates.
This tends to increase the reactor length, compensating for the
increase in the intrinsic activity and causing the pressure drop
curve to flatten at higher values of relative activity.
From the previously discussed points, it is clear that the

factors that greatly influence the efficiency and performance of
a reactor packed with a ceramic paper catalyst are the reaction
heat removal through radial heat transfer and the pressure
drop. The pressure drop has a direct economic impact, as it
increases the operation and infrastructure costs. It can be
reduced by modifying characteristics from the catalytic ceramic
papers, namely, fiber diameter and bed porosity, which would
require changing the starting materials and synthesis method.
The heat transfer characteristics are further studied in this
work in the following sections.
It is noteworthy that, in the performed simulations, the most

relevant contribution to the effective radial thermal dispersion
of the bed λeff is the static contribution λ0 (eqs 19 and 20).
This is due to the low gas velocities that have been used and
the small fiber diameters, which play into the Pećlet number
(PeT) for the dynamic contribution. In fact, the dynamic term
from eq 19 represents less than 1% of λeff. At the same time,
the heat transfer resistance near the wall (hw

−1), which is
strongly influenced by gas velocity through the Reynolds
number, accounts for less than 10% of the total heat transfer
resistance heff

−1. Consequently, increasing the gas velocity for
improved heat transfer will hardly be effective, in particular,
when considering the associated increase in pressure drop,
which can become prohibitive. Larger fiber diameters, in
contrast, would both increase the Pećlet number and reduce
the pressure drop from the Ergun equation, while the specific
surface area for interfacial heat and mass transfer decreases. A
promising approach would be combining fiber materials with
higher thermal conductivity (such as SiC) to increase the static
contribution to radial heat dispersion and a sufficiently larger
fiber diameter to reduce pressure drop while maintaining fast
rates of heat and mass transfer.

5.2. Sensitivity Analysis: Heat Transfer toward the
Cooled Wall. The effect of inlet temperature T0 on the
maximum temperature developed inside the reactor, as well as

Figure 6. Total pressure drop for different tube diameters as a
function of the relative activity.
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the achievable CH4 yield, was studied for a fixed reactor length
of 0.5 m and two different values of relative activity (Figure 7).
For a relative activity of 1, it can be seen that the CH4 yield
curves are quite close together for the three different diameters,
so that the yield obtained for the same inlet temperature is
similar, especially at lower values of T0. The temperature at the
hotspot is evidently higher for the larger tube diameters due to
lower radial heat removal rates, although relatively high yields
(≈60%) can be achieved with moderate temperatures (below
700 K) for all tube diameters.
For a relative activity of 2, the CH4 yield and Tmax profiles

grow more abruptly. In particular, for the 0.025 diameter tube,
a region of parametric sensitivity appears in the range of
relatively low inlet temperatures between 553 and 583 K. This
temperature range can be studied through the Semenov
number (Se) from eq 33, which represents the ratio of heat
production rate to cooling rate and characterizes the
temperature profile inside the reactor.62 Small values (Se →
0) represent reactors with isothermal behavior, while very high
values (Se → ∞) represent adiabatic behavior.

ρ
= −

Δ
Se

d
h

r H

T
E

R T4
tube

eff,0

cat eff,0 r,0

0

a

0 (33)

The Semenov number for dtube = 0.025 m grows from 1.9 (at
553 K) to 8.1 (at 583 K), representing the reactor profile
deviating from an isothermal operation, since the hotspot
temperature grows quickly to high values. Adiabatic temper-
ature profiles are not reached, however, because quite high
conversions are reached around the hotspot, so the reaction
slows down, and the reactor is quickly cooled following the
maximum in temperature. The regions of high sensitivity have
to be avoided nonetheless for safe reactor operation, and thus
the inlet temperature is limited to below 550 or above 580 K
for the 0.025 m diameter tube. The lower inlet temperature
results in low CH4 yields along with a moderate hotspot, while
for higher inlet temperatures above 650 K equilibrium
constraints can be observed limiting the CH4 yield to 85%
or less for the 0.025 and 0.02 m diameter tubes. Apart from
this, high temperatures also favor catalyst deactivation by
thermal degradation and sintering of the Ni nanoparticles and
are thus not favorable.
In contrast, the tube diameter of 0.01 m has a moderate

slope for Tmax because the heat removal is very efficient. The
Semenov number lies between 0.3 and 1.3 in the temperature
range from 553 to 583 K, indicating a reactor behavior closer
to being isothermal. With this tube diameter, yields of 90% and
above can be achieved with higher T0 and hotspots lower than
700 K.
A set of simulations with variation of the parameter b (see eq

20) was performed to evaluate the impact of the accuracy of

the used correlations, which are originally formulated for
ceramic sponges. The parameter weighs the ratio of parallel to
serial heat transfer and thus relates to the degree of continuity
of the solid phase. In the case of a ceramic paper, the solid
phase is likely to have a lower degree of continuity than a
ceramic sponge, which would mean that the parameter b would
be either equal to or higher than that of a ceramic sponge. In
other words, radial heat transport by conduction in the solid
phase is less pronounced compared to that in sponges, while it
is primarily characterized by sequential gas−solid heat transfer
and conduction in the gas phase.
For sensitivity analysis, a relative activity of 1 and a tube

diameter of 0.025 m were used, with the maximum
temperature fixed at 623 K. The reactor length was left as a
free variable to meet a CO2 conversion of 66%. Figure 8 shows

the temperature profiles obtained for different values of b.
Since the heat conduction in the continuous solid exceeds that
of a sequential heat transfer scheme, heat removal is hindered
with increasing parameter b, which requires a lower inlet
temperature to meet the desired hotspot temperature. As
discussed above, the average reaction rate becomes lower and a
longer reactor is needed to achieve the desired conversion
(reactor lengths from Figure 8 are, from lower to higher values
of b, 1.40, 1.60, 1.79, and 1.95 m). It is evident that the higher
the parameter b, the lower the efficiency of the reactor, which
originates from the low T0. A parameter b equal to 1 is the
more extreme case, in which all of the heat transfer happens in
series. Although the ceramic paper is not a continuous phase as
sponges are, there are many contact points between the fibers,
joined by alumina binder. Also, it is likely that there are more
contributions to heat transfer due to radial mixing and

Figure 7. CH4 yield and maximum temperature as a function of the inlet temperature for different tube diameters and relative activity.

Figure 8. Temperature profiles along the reactor for a relative activity
of 1 and different values of b, with the maximum temperature fixed at
623 K.
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turbulence, due to the small size of the fibers compared to
sponge struts. Therefore, it is unlikely that the parameter b
measured for ceramic papers would result close to 1.
Presumably, no large error would be committed if the
parameter b is assumed to be between 0.63 and 0.8 for a
ceramic paper catalyst. The efficiency for these two values of b
is 0.51 and 0.45, respectively, which does not represent a
significant change. However, a specific study for heat transfer
in ceramic papers would be needed to affront these questions
more accurately.
Figure 9 shows the development of the hotspot temperature

and CH4 yield as a function of the inlet temperature for

different values of b and a reactor length of 0.5 m. The tube
diameter used was 0.025 m. The higher values of b exhibit a
higher parametric sensitivity, since the radial heat removal
becomes more restricted, which becomes rather obvious from
the maximum temperature graph. At the highest values of T0,
even the reactor with the better heat transfer (b = 0.63)
reaches hotspot temperatures of above 850 K, which are
detrimental to catalyst stability. This is due to the inefficient
heat transfer for the tube diameter of 0.025 m, as already
discussed. Along with the increasing maximum temperature,
the CH4 yield also increases at lower T0 as b increases. At the
highest inlet temperatures, all of the reactors reach high values
of CH4 yield close to equilibrium, which is around 93.7% at
673 K. However, only for values of b of 0.63 and 0.8 relatively
high yields (≈60%) can be reached while maintaining
moderate hotspot temperatures below 700 K. With an inlet
temperature of 598 K, the values of Se for b = 0.63 and 0.8 are
6.6 and 8.8, respectively, indicating similar temperature
profiles. In this line, it again seems reasonable to consider

values of b between 0.63 and 0.8 for ceramic papers, as
previously discussed.
For all simulations performed with different values of b, the

hotspot appears in the first 10 cm of the reactor, followed by
the cooling, which has the temperature approaching T0 rather
quickly. The nature of such temperature profiles suggests the
need for different strategies that aim at distributing the heat
production more uniformly along the catalytic bed.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Ceramic paper catalysts containing Ni were studied using CO2

methanation as a test reaction. Experimental data was
successfully fitted with a model, and simulations were
performed to investigate the mass and heat transfer behavior
of these materials and the effect on the reactor efficiency. In
addition, a sensitivity analysis was carried out focusing on heat
transfer towards the wall.
The small fiber diameter provides a high external surface

area, allowing for efficient external mass and heat transfer even
at the low gas velocities that were used in this study. Internal
mass transfer resistance is not relevant due to the small
diffusion lengths, even when increasing the intrinsic activity
several times.
The heat transfer toward the wall is the primary resistance

reducing the efficiency of the reactor, mainly due to poor radial
heat dispersion, which is ultimately related to catalyst bed
conductivity. Although increasing the gas flow can help
enhance the heat transfer near the wall, the pressure drop
would quickly become prohibitive due to the small fiber
diameter. Changes in the material synthesis would help
overcome these limitations. Fibers made of materials with
higher thermal conductivity would be desirable to improve the
radial heat dispersion, which would also allow to incorporate
higher amounts of the active material onto the fibers. Besides
that, fibers of larger diameters could be useful to increase gas
flow with a lower pressure drop, but a compromise should be
found with the reduction in external mass and heat transfer
area.
An interesting perspective comes from the flexibility in the

arrangement of the material that ceramic papers offer. Since
the simulations show that the maximum reaction rates and
temperatures are situated close to the reactor inlet, stacking
layers of ceramic paper with increasing metal loadings along
the reactor might be a suitable strategy to optimize the
temperature profiles and work as close as possible to the
maximum allowable temperatures.
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■ NOTATION

Latin Letters
af (1) activity factor for scaling the reaction

kinetics
ags (m

−1) gas−solid surface area per bed volume
b (1) parallel to serial heat transfer parameter

from eq 20

c (mol m−3) concentration
cp (kJ mol−1 K−1) heat capacity
d (m) diameter
D (m2 s−1) diffusion coefficient
E (1) efficiency
Ea (kJ mol−1) activation energy
h (kW m−2 K−1) heat transfer coefficient
Hg (1) Hagen number, = ρ

μ
Δ ΔHg p z d( / ) 3

2

ΔHr (kJ mol−1) reaction enthalpy
kgs (m s−1) gas−solid mass transfer coefficient
Ki adsorption constant of species i, units

from ref 49
Kj equilibrium constant of reaction j, units

from ref 49
kj reaction rate constant for reaction j, units

from ref 49
M (kg mol−1) molecular weight
Nu (1) Nusselt number, =

λ
Nu h d

p (kPa) pressure

Pe (1) Pećlet number, =Pe u d
D

PeT (1) ́thermal Peclet number,

= =
ρ

λ
Pe RePr

d u cp

Δp (kPa) pressure drop
pi (kPa) partial pressure
Pr (1) Prandtl number, =

μ

λ
Pr

cp

r (mol kgcat
−1 s−1) reaction rate

R (kJ mol−1 K−1) universal gas constant
Re (1) Reynolds number, = ρ

μ
Re u d

Sc (1) Schmidt number, = μ
ρ

Sc
D

Se (1) Semenov number,

= − ρ Δ
Se d

h

r H

T
E

R T4
tube

eff,0

cat eff,0 r,0

0

a

0Sh (1) Sherwood number, =Sh k d
D

Sv (m
−1) external surface area

T (K) temperature
u (m s−1) superficial velocity
x (1) molar fraction
xf (m) mixing length for ceramic sponges
y (m) internal coordinate inside the catalyst
z (m) axial coordinate

■ GREEK LETTERS
δ (m) layer thickness
ε (1) porosity
η (1) effectiveness factor
λ (kW m−1 K−1) thermal conductivity
μ (kPa s) viscosity
ν (1) stoichiometric coefficient
ρ (kg m−3) density
τ (1) tortuosity

■ SUBSCRIPTS
0 reactor inlet
cat catalyst
eff effective
f fiber
g gas
gs gas−solid
h hydraulic
K Knudsen
m molecular
max maximum
p pore
s solid
S Sauter
tube reactor tube
w wall
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